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A A 

Shootin gg on a movin g targe t 
AA meta-analysis of existing research 

Wee have described the processes of environmental scanning and the technological developments 

thatt allow electronic information services to support this process of environmental scanning. In this 

chapterr we investigate which factors, according to existing research, can affect the actual use of 

publiclyy available electronic information services for environmental scanning, and thus investigate if 

presentt research can point towards new directions to answer the question whether electronic 

informationn services are suited for environmental scanning. 

Thesee questions are answered by systematically reviewing existing research in a so-called meta-

analysis.. The meta analysis is used to help determining the most interesting research areas and 

cann thus be considered a prelude to our empirical research. In this chapter, we will describe what a 

meta-analysiss is, why we have conducted one, how it is conducted and with what results. 

4.1 .. What is a meta-analysis ? 

Itt is hard to imagine a research project without any kind of literature review of existing research: "for 

sciencee to be cumulative, an intermediate step between past and future research is necessary: a 

synthesiss of existing evidence" {Light & Pillemer, 1984). For knowledge to be cumulative, one 

needss to "stand on the shoulders of giants" as van den Hooff (1997) has eloquently described it. 

Thee principle of literature reviews in general and meta-analysis in particular is to build "on 

knowledgee which was gathered by other researchers and theorists in the same field, to be able to 

standd on their shoulders and look just a little further." (p. 61). 

However,, many of the literature reviews are characterized by its subjectivity, inefficiency and 

unsystematicc practices (Light & Pillemer, 1984). Few formal rules exist as to where to look, what to 

lookk for, what to include and exclude from available studies and how to analyze and extract the 

dataa in the studies in order to be able to draw meaningful conclusions. A meta-analysis can 

overcomee these traditional shortcomings of literature reviews by combining structured guidelines of 

literaturee search with systematic methods of content analysis. The literature search is guided by a 

precisee and goal-oriented research question and is specifically focused on the extraction of relevant 

variabless and relationships between variables. Furthermore, special attention is given (especially 

comparedd with traditional literature review) to how the analyzed articles have gathered, interpreted 

andd analyzed their data. 
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AA meta-analysis is thus a more or less objective, systematic and verifiable way to do a literature 

review.. The result is a thorough overview of which relationships between variables have been 

researchedd and tested. One can easily see where the blind spots are in research efforts so far. 

Moreover,, this kind of literature analysis can lead to new insights, because the systematic 

combiningg of different results of different studies can lead to new relationships between variables 

nott mentioned in individual studies (Bouwman & Neijens, 1991). A meta-analysis, however, offers a 

stripped-downn perspective on theories: theories are reduced to variables and relationships between 

variables.. It is hard to integrate sophisticated theoretical constructs into the meta-analysis. To 

enrichh these data an integration with more elaborative conceptual models is necessary. Therefore, 

thee theories as presented in chapter two and three serve as building blocks and starting points for 

ourr analysis here. 

4.2 .. Purpos e o f th e metaanalys i s o n th e us e o f electroni c informatio n service s 

Lightt &. Pillemer (1984) highlight several issues that serve as guidelines for the literature search: 

1)) What specific question is the review trying to answer? 

2)) I s the review exploratory or built around specific, testable hypotheses? 

3)) Which studies should be included? 

Inn this chapter an exploratory analysis of research and theory building is presented on the use of 

electronicc information services, guided by the following research question: 

whichwhich (relationships between) variables are considered to influence the use of publicly 

availableavailable electronic information services for environmental scanning in recent academic 

literature? literature? 

Nott all the variables found in the examined literature will be included in the surveys and interviews 

withh suppliers (chapter 6) and users (chapters 7). On the contrary, the main purpose of this meta-

analysiss is to find the most interesting areas for research, either because contradictory results exist 

betweenn the different studies on specific relationships between variables, or because blind spots 

exists.. This is also why this analysis is mainly exploratory in nature instead of a quantitative analysis 

off testable hypotheses; we are looking for new ways to explore the issue. A purely quantitative 

analysiss would also disregard the fact that within the social sciences there's little consensus on the 

researchh methods being used: both quantitative and qualitative research methods provide 

meaningfull insights in the use of electronic information services. From both types of research 

(relationshipss between) variables can be derived and thus be integrated into one exploratory meta-

analysis,, but the (relationships between) variables are hard to add up to an aggregate measure of 

correlation. . 
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Withinn this research project we have chosen to use only published articles (in academic journals or 

proceedingss of academic conferences) and books, in so far as they are directly related to 

environmentall scanning and/or the use of electronic information services. The articles/books are all 

publishedd in the period 1990 -1994. The articles were retrieved from several catalogues (both print, 

cd-romm and on-line)1. In total almost 50 articles were found and included in the study. We finished 

thee meta-analysis in 1994, because the literature review was mainly meant to be a preparatory step 

forr the research design. However, we have conducted two follow-up studies. One focused on a 

specificc part of the research where many conflicting results exist - the accessibility of electronic 

informationn services. In another update, we wanted to see whether the emergence of the internet 

andd the World Wide Web severely changed research interests and results (which it didn't, as we 

willl see later on). 

4.3.. Analysi s of reading s 

Alll the articles were summarized. The summaries were used to extract variables and relationships 

betweenn variables (always in the exact words of the original author). The aggregated list of 

variabless and relationships were further processed during the computer-aided content analysts. 

Thee content analysis is based on the NET-method and performed with the aid of the computer 

applicationn CETA (De Ridder, 1994a, 1994b). Within the NET-method messages are split into 

nuclearr sentences in which a connection is made between two meaning objects. Nuclear 

sentencess consist of: 

 the source (a code for author and article, for example "au93") 

 the subject (variable x, the independent variable, for example "proximity of the 

source") ) 

 the object (variable y, the dependent variable, for example "accessibility") 

 the connection (the relationship between x and y, for example "is (part of) 

operationalizationn of) 

11 The catalogues used, are: Communication Abstracts, ARIST (Annual Review of Information Science and 
Technology),, On-line catalogue of Dutch academic libraries (NCC), CD-ROM catalogues such as ABI/lnform, 
Econlitt and LISA, and PICA Online Contents. Keywords used in all the electronic catalogues were informaton 
service,, telecommunication service, information technology (always in combination with either use, 
organization,, business or information), environmental scanning, external information, the different examples of 
informationn services such as online, CD-ROM, multimedia, audiotex, videotex and all the Dutch equivalents of 
thesee keywords 
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Thee subject and object are described with exactly the same terms as the ones used by the author 

too avoid as much interpretation as possible and to stick as closely as possible to the original 

sentence.. The connections were either characterized as causal or similarity. 

Causall relationships describe to what degree x (the subject) contributes to y (the object). In CETA, 

itt is difficult to link conditional statements to causal relationships (for example; x influences y only if 

xx has a certain value, or x influences y only if z has a certain value). The solution to this problem is 

too simplify the relationships. For example, if an author would say that electronic information services 

aree used in the intelligence phase of the decision making process only if the decision -maker is an 

experiencedd user of computers, the relationships are simplified: "intelligence phase / is linked to / 

usee of electronic information services" and "computer experience of user / influences / use of 

electronicc information services". This simplifies the model, but does not conflict with our intention to 

exploree the research area and contributes to the answer of our research question. Also, I have 

usedd the term "causal" lightly; if only a correlation is shown the relationship will still be included in 

thee meta-analysis, with the x and y variables corresponding to the conceptual model in chapter two 

(thatt is; use of electronic information services is always a dependent variable, unless explicitly 

statedd otherwise). 

Besidess causal relationships, also similarity relationships were included in the meta-analysis. 

Similarityy relationships describe to what degree object and subject are identical or the object is a 

partt of the subject. The sentence "intelligence / is phase in/ decision making" identifies a similarity 

relationships.. Words as "is equal to", "is part of", "is a characteristic of" all point to similarity 

relationshipss (De Ridder, 1994). 

AA set of nuclear sentences can be represented as a network in which meaning objects are the 

pointss and an arrow represents the connection. The end-result of the meta-analysis should 

thereforee be a model in which related variables are graphically connected. But several steps are 

neededd between the entry of nuclear sentences within a database and the end-result of a network 

off connected variables: 

1)) Differentiation 

2)) Clustering 

3)) Conclusion 

Add 1) Differentiation . 

Thee database consists of three separate sets of relationships each containing a particular kind of 

statements. . 
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 Empirical research: every statement about a relationship between two relevant 

variabless that has been "derived from systematic and, as far as possible, objective 

observationn and evidence" (McQuail, 1987, p. 4). Thus all empirically tested 

relationships,, both from quantitative and qualitative research, are included. 

 Theoretical statements. In this database the following statements have been 

included: : 

 relationships first formulated by others, including empirical ones (thus 

secondaryy sources citing earlier research findings, e.g. "environmental 

uncertaintyy will lead to organization differentiation (see: Lawrence & 

Lorsch,, 1967)"); 

 relationships formulated as testable hypotheses {but not actually tested), 

e.g."" H22. the use of electronic information services is positively related 

too the quality of decision making"; 

 Expert suggestions. This database contains especially assumptions underlying 

moree specific statements (e.g. "in general, the higher in the organization, the more 

peoplee will need external information; therefore we will examine the information 

behaviorr of top managers") and preliminary suggestions to explain anomalies of 

existingg research (e.g. 'this hypothesis is not verified, but maybe it's because ....) 

Thee distinction between these databases is not only made to avoid comparing apples with oranges, 

butt also to see if there are any discrepancies between the three databases. For example, which 

statementss are taken for granted (in the database with expert suggestions) but hardly ever tested 

(nott in the database with empirical research)? 

Add 2) Clusterin g of variables . 

Becausee the meaning objects are not entered as a predetermined set of variables under which all 

dataa has to resort - but instead are used as they are phrased in the original article - many different 

meaningg objects describe basically the same variable. Even if these meaning objects are renamed 

intoo one meaning object, the networks of variables will be too complicated, simply because of the 

amountt of relationships involved (in total, over 200 relationships are listed in the database) as can 

bee seen in figure 4.1. 
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Environmentall characteristics 
Strengthh of value chain^ 
Complexity y 
Uncertainty y 

Organizationall cha 
Heterogeneous s 

functionality y 
Sizee \ 

Mediaa characteristics 
Qualityy of irvfts^ource 
Accessibility y 
Functionall related 

technologies s 
Technicallyy related 

technologies s 
Costs s 

Accesss method 
Directt access 

Taskk characteristics 
Decisionn phase 
Centralization n 
Formalization n 
Taskk complexity 
Taskk routine 

Individuall characteilstics 
Age e 
Experience e 

Usee of external 
informationn sources 

Onlinee information service 

Usefulnesss of CBI 

Videotex x 

Audiotex x 

»» Adoption of online 
databases s 

Figuree 4.1. An Indian war of arrows flying in every direction 

Itt is therefore necessary to create broader clusters which are based on the general framework as 

outlinedd in chapter two. We distinguished the following clusters of variables: 

 the use of electronic information services, also including the terms "databases" 

"sources",, "systems" and "media" when they are used to describe the kind of 

servicess we have labeled "electronic information services", and specific forms of 

electronicc information services; 

 environmental scanning, including sub-dimensions of it, such as "amount of 

scanning",, "content of scanning", 'lime used for scanning", but also more general 

termss such as "boundary spanning activities", "acquisition of external information", 

"needd for external information" and "external orientation", and specifications of it, 

suchh as 'type of scanning" (e.g. active versus passive) and "access method" (e.g. 

accesss by end-user versus access through intermediaries); 

 Effects split into quality of information processing (including "better access to 

information",, "less time needed to find information", "recall of information", 

"accuracy",, "comprehensiveness" etc.) and task performance (such as "quality of 

task",, "quality of decision", "productivity' etc.); 

 Environmental characteristics 

OrganizationalOrganizational characteristics 
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IndividualIndividual characteristics (including task characteristics) 

MediaMedia characteristics 

Add 3) Formulatin g conclusion s 

Thee clustered models of relationships between variables should help us in drawing conclusions 

aboutt the results so far and the implications for our research design, including the operationalizatJon 

off variables and the formulation of hypotheses. 

4.4.. The empirica l result s 

Thee general, clustered model of the empirical database is displayed in figure 4.2. 

Environmental l 
Characteristics s 

Organizational l 
Characteristics s 

Task k 
Characteristics s 

Individual l 
Characteristics s 

Media a 
Characteristics s 

Uncertaintyy (+,+) 
T-Dynamicss (+,+) 
P-Dynamicss (+,+) 
M-Dynamicss (+) 
Strategicc uncertainty ( 
Importancee ot event (+ 
Uncertaintyy of sector (+) 
Naturee of industry (+) 

Uncertaintyy ) 
Complexityy (+) 
Strengthh of value chain (-) 

Sizee (0, +/-) 
Heterogeneous s 
functionalityy (-) 
Centralizationn (+) 
Formalizationn (+) 

Sizee ) 
Agee ) 
Financiall resources ) 
Strategyy (0) 

Problemm identification {
Taskk complexity (
Taskk routine (

Refemce/sourcee (1 x) 
Accessibilityy (+) 

Qualityy of info ) 
Accessibilrtyy ) 
Costss ) 
Comparabilityy (+,+,+,+,4 

Legend : : 
++ = clearl y positiv e 

 = weakl y positiv e 
00 = no relationshi p 
-- = clearl y negativ e 
+/-- = ambiguou s 
Eachh symbo l represent s a relationshi p 
inn the database . The thicke r the arrow , 
thee mor e relationship s foun d 

Environmental l 
Scanning g 

Qualityy of info 
Processing g 

"" A 

Task k 
Performance e 

Figuree 4.2. Empirical relationship 
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Itt is clear that environmental characteristics are among the most researched variables in relation to 

environmentall scanning and the use of electronic information services. There is a clear relationship 

betweenn environmental uncertainty and environmental scanning. But there is a bit more 

ambivalencee in the relationship between uncertainty and the use of electronic information services. 

Forr example, Choo & Auster (1993) and Auster & Choo (1993) in two different studies (one a meta-

analysis,, the other a survey among managers of telecommunication companies) argue that media 

characteristicss (such as quality of the source and accessibility of the source) are more important 

thann uncertainty. Also, they argue that electronic information services are not suitable in uncertain 

situations.. The argument is made that in situations of uncertainty, managers tend to use personal 

sourcess (such as colleagues or consultants) instead of impersonal ones (such as electronic 

informationn services. 

Inn all, environmental characteristics have received much attention in recent studies. Almost all 

environmentalenvironmental characteristics are related to (perceived) environmental uncertainty, or specific 

dimensionss of it. Broekmate et al. (1993), for example define three types of dynamic environments: 

productproduct dynamics, technology dynamics and market dynamics. The more dynamic each of these 

areas,, the more small and medium-sized companies (the focus of their study) search information 

onn these areas with the only exception being market dynamics; even if market dynamics are low 

theree is still a moderate to large felt need to search information. Broekmate et al. (1993) also define 

aa new variable - strength of the value chain - which is closely related to the theory of resource 

dependency.. The more long lasting relationships an organization has with its suppliers and/or 

buyers,buyers, the less it will feel the need to use external sources to find information. Instead, these 

organizationss will look inside the value chaii for new information. 

Thee influence of environmental characteristics on environmental scanning and the use of electronic 

informationn services seem more or less in line with theory as presented in chapter 2. This can not 

bee said of organizational characteristics. Their impact on environmental scanning and the use of 

electronicc information services seem rather ambivalent. In the adoption of videotex and commercial 

databasess size doesn't matter, according to Grover et al. (1993). Broekmate et al. (1993), however, 

foundd a moderate relationship between size and the efforts (in terms of time, money and people) 

putt in searching external information. The age of an organization and the amount of financial 

resourcesresources show the same ambivalent or weak relationships. One study found no relationship 

betweenn the strategy of the organization and the amount of environmental scanning (Hambrick, in 

Chooo & Auster, 1993). This is explained by stating that organizations with different strategies might 

possesss the same information but simply act differently on it. An interesting new variable is 

heterogeneousheterogeneous functionality as introduced by Verhoeven (1994). General practitioners who work in 

moree diversified practices tend to use external information sources less, compared to their 

colleaguess who are on their own, because the former can rely on their direct colleagues to give 

themm information. Finally, Grover et al. (1993) found a positive relationship between the 

centralizationcentralization of the implementation of electronic information services (and other telecommunication 

technologies)) and the adoption of it. Important to note is also that the use of electronic information 
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servicess is only related to individual effects (e.g. the quality of individual information processing and 

taskk performance), rather than effects on organizational design or organizational performance. 

Mediaa characteristics are by far the most researched factor within the literature studied. The biggest 

controversyy in the research on the use of electronic information service concerns the question 

whetherr quality of information source or accessibility of the information source is the most important 

determiningg factor for use of electronic information services. Verhoeven (1994) - in his study on the 

usee of information sources by general practitioners - found that accessibility was more important 

thann quality, and online information services were not considered very accessible. Kraemer et al. 

(1993)) do not differentiate between the two variables in terms of impact on the use of information 

sources.. Auster & Choo (1993) showed that accessibility is less important than quality. To explain 

thiss empirical result (which conflicts with earlier research) they suggest (but not test) that quality is 

especiallyy important when the organizational environment is more turbulent. When environmental 

scanningg really matters (because of perceived uncertainty), quality of the source is more important 

thann accessibility. This is the only study in which the dominance of either one is suggested to be 

relatedd to contextual factors such as the organizational environment or particular tasks (no studies 

weree found in which this was actually tested). Part of accessibility may be comparability. A general 

presumptionn of innovation studies, states that the more an innovation resembles old practices, the 

moree adoption of the innovation will be likely (van den Hooff, 1997). LaRose & Atkin (1992) show 

thee use of electronic information services is strongly related to the use of functionally related 

technologiess (especially other information sources) and technically related technologies (especially 

telephone-basedd services). 

Anotherr important dispute concerning the accessibility of information sources concerns the role of 

intermediaries.. Information services are sometimes directly used by end-users (the ones who 

actuallyy use the information) or used by intermediary users such as librarians or members from a 

supportt staff who search these services for other people who do not have the time or the skills to 

usee these services. DeRiemer (1992) considers access through a librarian as a barrier and found 

negativee relationships with frequency of use of an online information service. Hart & Rice (1991) 

showw - in a qualitative (48 interviews) and quantiative study (N=81) in four organizations - that this 

findingg is dependent on the type of database. Source databases are often directly used while 

referencereference databases are indirectly used. Hart & Rice also have verified their hypothesis that people 

withh equivocal tasks tend to directly access databases themselves while people with routine tasks 

doo this indirectly through librarians. Direct access is not necessarily positively related to improved 

tasktask performance. It saves time to find information but it doesn't directly improve effectiveness of 

work.. Kraemer et al. (1993) have shown that public managers (N=260) who are indirect users of 

computer-basedd information (among which information from external databases) value this 

informationn as more useful - that is, helpful in enhancing their work performance - than direct users. 

Butt the use of electronic information service does lead to the reduction of intermediary nodes (less 

indirectt access) and to a more active search strategy. 
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Besidess the dispute between direct access and intermediary access, hardly any link has been 

empiricallyy established between environmental scanning and the use of electronic information 

services.. Both phenomena have been studied from very different and mutually excluding 

perspectives.. A focus on electronic information services within the broader context of organizational 

andd environmental characteristics was hardly found. 

4.5.. Theoretica l result s 

Naturally,, the theoretical model which has resulted from our meta-analysis looks more complicated 

thann the empirical model and resembles - even in its aggregated format - more the Indian war with 

arrowss shooting in all directions (see figure 4.3.). 

Organizational l 
Performance e 

Qualityy of info 
Processing g 

Task k 
Performance e 

Accessibilityy (4 
Availabilityy (+ 
Userr friendliness (4 
Costss (-) 
Trainingg (+) 
Mediaa richness (+) 
Mediaa Symboiism (+) 

Legend: : 
++ = positive e 
-- = negative 
?? = unknown 
Thee thicker the arrow, 
thee more relationships 
found.. Each symbol 
representss a relationship 

Figuree 4.3 Theoretical relationships 

Thee effects of media-use on an organizational level have come on the theoretical agenda. 

Especiallyy Huber (1990) hypothesized various effects of the use of electronic information services 

whichh both relate to individual task performance as well as organizational changes, such as a 

reductionn of hierarchical level, a diversification of decision units, a more uniform distribution of 

decision-makingg (centralized organizations will decentralize and vice versa), and a reduction of 
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intermediatee nodes (which will lead to less distortion of information but also to information overload 

forr the decision-making unit). Hart & Rice (1991) also argue that indirect access - or, in other words, 

thee use of intermediate nodes - will reduce the chance for information overload. Other theoretical 

organizationall effects are improved organizational intelligence, competitive response, 

organizationall effectiveness, competitive advantage and participation/motivation of employees. 

Perroww (1986) also emphasizes the downsides of using electronic information services. He argues 

thatt too much of the good thing can be harmful as well. Th e higher the amount of sources the less 

chancee on consensus which slows the speed of decision making. Furthermore, the improvement of 

accesss to information can improve organizational intelligence but can also be irreconcilable with the 

boundedd rationality of people (and can thus lead to information overload). 

Anotherr striking difference with the empirical model is the direct relationship between environmental 

characteristicss and organizational change as an explicitly articulated alternative for environmental 

scanning.. Perrow (1986) offers an alternative to deal with interdependencies, namely isomorphism 

(conformingg to the dominant values of others). Daft (1992) also offers organizational alternatives for 

environmentall scanning in situations of environmental uncertainty: besides isomorphic behavior, 

thee organization will probably differentiate, will become less formal and will become more organic. 

Also,, in order to decrease the degree of resource dependency, several alternatives are mentioned 

suchh as lobbying with government, the change of environmental domain, involvement in trade 

associationss and coalition-building with others. 

Finally,, compared to the empirical model more attention is given to the interrelationship between 

certainn variables. For example, the connection between task characteristics and media 

characteristicss refers to the importance of accessibility. When decision-making is in its intelligence 

phasee accessibility of a particular medium is an important feature. Saunders & Jones (1990) show 

aa nice catch-22 in relating different stages of decision-making to the use of information sources. 

Mediaa allowing patterned, passive viewing will tend to be used in the early stages of problem 

recognition.. Also, these sources will have to be more accessible than sources later in the decision-

makingg process, because the decision-maker is not yet willing to put too much effort in searching, 

sincee one does not know the relevance of the outcome yet. Moving along in the decision-making 

processs to design and choice, internal sources will be used more frequently compared to external 

sources.. One can wonder where electronic information services fit in. Based on content they are 

moree suitable for problem recognition, but they are often not considered very accessible and they 

oftenn do not allow for passive viewing. Especially Zerbinos (1990) argues that videotex because of 

itss hierarchical structure encourages active, purposeful seeking of information (instead of passive 

viewing).. Equally conflicting demands arise from the hierarchical level of individuals. The higher in 

thee organization, the more one needs external information, but this does not automatically lead to a 

moree active scanning of the environment. Because the higher in the organization, the more 

managerss have the authority to delegate information-search activities to subordinates (Kraemer et 

al.. 1993). 
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Neww variables are mentioned concerning the accessibility of electronic information services. 

Trainingg of users and user friendliness of interfaces can increase the use of electronic information 

services,, the proximity of a terminal (the purely physical accessibility) influences the use of 

electronicc information services. Finally the individual knowledge of the system (how the system 

works)) and the domain (understanding the content of the system) influences environmental 

scanningg and the use of electronic information services (Kiestra, 1994). 

4.6.. Exper t suggestion s 

Thee literature for practitioners and business professionals on the use of electronic information 

servicess hardly relates the use of electronic information services to organizational and individual 

characteristicss and not at all to environmental characteristics (see figure 4.4.). 

Environmental l 
Characteristics s 

Organizational l 
Characteristics s 

Task k 
Characteristics s 

Individual l 
Characteristics s 

Media a 
Characteristics s 

Environmentt (+) 
Uncertaintyy (+) 
Interdependencyy (+) 
Complexityy (+) 
Differentiationn (+) 
Internationa! ! 

Financiall resources (+ 
Organizationn (+) 

Sizee (+,+) 
Culturee (+) 
Structuree (+,+) 
Lean/boundarylesss (
Type-servicee {+) 

Intelligencee phase (+ 
Typee of product ( 
Typee of process (+,+) 
Typee of decision (+) 
Typee of strategy (+ 
Goalss (+) 

Timee sensitivity (+ 
Informationn volume (+) 

Hierarchyy {4 
Typee of manager ( 
Computerr literacy (+) 

Computerr literacy (+ 

Easee of use (+) 
Costss (+) 
Technicall characteristics (+) 

Organizational l 
Change e 

Valuee of info (+ 
Qualityy of source (+ 
Accessibilityy (+), Ease of use (+) 
Costss (-), Technical characteristics (+) 
Complexityy of source (-,-,-) 
Diversityy of source (-,-) 

Organizational l 
Performance e 

Qualityy of info 
Processing g 

Task k 
Performance e 

Legend: : 

++ = clearly positive 

-- = clearly negative 

Thee thicker the arrow, the 

moree relationships found. 

Eachh symbol represents a 

relationship. . 

Figuree 4.4. Expert suggestions 

Onlyy the relationship between media characteristics and the use of electronic information services 

iss very explicit. Within the literature used in this section, many authors discuss the supply side of 

electronicc information services (such as Boskamp & Bouwman, 1991; CEC, 1993; Boumans, 1993, 

Bouwman,, 1993, Rosenbrand, 1988) or are rooted in the discipline of library and information 

sciencee (such as Groeneveld, 1994; Hoonhout et al, 1994; Kiestra, 1994; Sieverts et al, 1994; 
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Taylor,, 1986). This naturally puts emphasis on media characteristics. Again, accessibility and 

qualityy are the dominant variables, with related variables such as computer literacy, ease of use, 

costs,, complexity of source and diversity of source. 

Thee main contribution of the expert suggestions mode! concerns the relationship between 

environmentall scanning and the use of electronic information services. Again, this is probably 

causedd by the dominance of the library and documentation community in the literature used. For 

example,, the structure of the scanning unit (often the business library) is considered as an 

importantt variable influencing the use of electronic information services (Sieverts et al., 1994) as is 

typee of scanning (active or passive) and direct access. The relationship between environmental 

scanningg and quality of information processing refers to access by end-users. The more end-users 

directlyy access electronic information services, the less efficient the search is supposed to be 

(Groeneveld,, 1994), although the author goes on to say that this will probabl y be less so in the near 

future.. Finally costs has conflicting relationships with the use of electronic information services. 

Naturally,, the higher the costs the less willing people are to use these services, but the more one 

willl access it directly to make sure the user gets exactly what he or she wants. 

4/7.. Accessibility : A follow-u p 

Accessibilityy has proven to be one of the most dominant research themes (with contradictory 

results)) in this meta-analysis on the use of electronic information services. Especially the dispute 

whetherr quality or accessibility of information source is the most important factor and the conflicting 

resultss about the consequences of direct or intermediary access have received attention of 

academicss in this field. In another study (Bouwman, Nouwens, Slootman & Baaijens, 1996) we 

investigatedd the accessibility of electronic government information by conducting a meta analysis. 

Thee meta-analysis was specifically focused on government information, but some of it is especially 

usefull for our next chapter about electronic publishers, because the meta-analysis specifically links 

thee concept of accessibility to the information chain (the production process by electronic 

publishers). . 

Somee initial remarks have to be made about the literature used. Little additional empirical research 

wass found. Most articles were written in a political context and showed perspectives from specific 

interestt groups, such as commercial publishers, the library community and government officials. 

Bothh commercial publishers and librarians try to defend their position by defending the essential 

rolee they play in improving accessibility of government information. 

Itt doesn't make much sense to construct the same kind of models as in the meta-analysis 

describedd above. First of all, there isn't much empirical research conducted in this area and second, 

thee frequency in which certain relationships occur in the meta-analysis doesn't say much about the 

importancee of the relationship or the evidence concerning a relationship. Because of the political 

contextt in which most articles have been written, the frequency of relationships is more an 
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indicationn of the relative strength or persistence of a particular interest group. But the study does 

givee us more ammunition in the debate on intermediate access or direct access. 

Aboutt intermediaries it is stated that they are more able to deal with complex search structures but 

lesss knowledgeable about the specific lingo of professional users and knowledge domains (such as 

law,, or business) (Ebersole, 1994). Also, intermediate usage does not allow for end users to 

browsee the available information, but do allow for more structured searches (Christian, 1994). 

However,, some intermediate usage may be necessary, because not everybody has direct network 

accesss or is fully aware of the capabilities and limitations of the needed hardware and software 

environment.. Christian argues that casual users and those lacking network access will be served 

throughh intermediaries. In any case, the role of intermediaries will change because the end user is 

increasinglyy becoming the initiator (Boiler & Firestone, 1995). Those that serve these new initiating 

userss by "agenting, filtering, integrating, analyzing, contextualizing, and authenticating information 

aree likely to be the successful new intermediaries in our society" (Boiler & Firestone, 1995). In 

makingg government information accessible not only librarians are mentioned as intermediaries but 

alsoo the press, consultancy firms and/or branch organizations. Librarians and other intermediaries 

aree not only helpful in searching the specific databases but can also help to select the best 

databasess or make people aware of the existence of certain databases. Many stress the role of 

librariess as a safety net for the information have-nots or the unsophisticated customers (OTA, 1993; 

Sprehe,, 1993; Mcclure, 1993; Perritt, 1994, Hernon & McClure, 1993 and the OMB, 1994). The 

informationn industry association embraces the library system for its contribution to a diversity of 

sourcess through which government information can be made accessible (HA, 1995). Some of these 

authorss also stress the importance of user/customer support, through help desks, courses, clear 

manuals,, etc. The advantages of direct versus intermediate access thus seem to depend on the 

specificc wishes and capabilities of end users, although many of the currently existing information 

servicess probably still need professional users (such as librarians) or people who use the service 

frequently),, because of their complexity. 

Itt is important to note that accessibility of an electronic information service is not only dependent 

uponn the experience and skills of its users or the complexity of its search engine. The study for the 

Rathenauu Institute clearly showed the direct links between the organization of the information value 

chainn (as described in chapter three) and the accessibility of an information service (as can be seen 

inn figure 4.5). The accessibility is not only improved by support during use (as is done by 

intermediaries).. Also during other links in the value chain, providers can improve the accessibility of 

thee information service. During distribution it is especially a matter of marketing, making people 

awaree the service is available (Ebersole, 1994; Hernon & McClure, 1988). Equally important is the 

chosenn point of access (BIOS-3, 1995; OTA, 1993), which can be among others at the desktop at 

homee or in the office, at a laptop, at a shared terminal (e.g. a terminal at the business library) or a 

publicc terminal (e.g. the public library). Finally one of the most frequent mentioned actions to 

improvee the accessibility of electronic information services concerns the decentralized development 

off services (as close to the content-owner as possible) followed by a diversified distribution of 
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servicess (Massant, 1994; Jones, 1995; HA, 1995; Christian, 1994). Information should be stored 

media-neutral,, after which it can be distributed via different media and channels. To customize the 

informationn service to the capabilities and wishes of potential users, a diversity of sources should be 

usedd (Sprehe, 1993); some will be only able to use the information on the internet, others want it on 

interactivee teletext, etc. etc. Finally, these diverse sources need to be integrated into one-stop-

shoppingg servers or locations in which different services are bundled and presented to the 

customerr as one service (BIOS-3, 1995; IIA, 1995). Finally, these one-stop-shopping centers 

shouldd have clear search engines or finding aids to help identify which information is available and 

too increase the efficiency of dissemination (OMB, 1995). 

Organizatio n n Financial s s 

Collection / / 
creatio n n 

Packaging / / 
reproductio n n 

Figuree 4.5. Actionable variables within the information value chain 

Inn order for providers to be able to integrate their individually developed information services into a 

one-stop-shoppingg center, they do not only need to create standardized interfaces and inter-

organizationall agreements at the distribution phase of the value chain. They already need to make 

adjustmentss during the collection and processing phases of the information value chain. Editorial 

adjustmentss have to be made in order to enable users to manipulate the data. The structure of the 

databasee has to be synchronized with the search strategies of the users. In order for the search 

enginess to be truly helpful, it is important that different databases within these engines describe 

theirr data in the same way. During the collection and creation of information databases, providers 

especiallyy have to synchronize their goals with those of the public. Often databases are initially 

createdd for internal use only, and after a while they are made available to the public. This often will 

havee to lead to major adjustments in the content and structures of the database because of the 

differentt skills and information needs these public users have (Jones, 1995; BIOS-3,1995). 
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Finally,, during all phases of the information chain, providers need to deal with costs and price 

structuree (among others Ebersole, 1994; Hernon, 1989; Guthrie & Dutton, 1992; Sprehe, 1993), 

technicall and organizational standardization and cooperation (among others OTA, 1993; HA, 1995; 

OMB,, 1994; Reekie, 1995), and especially user participation and involvement in the development 

off the information service (McClure, Bishop & Doty, 1989; Guthrie & Dutton, 1992; Massant, 1994; 

OTA,, 1993). User participation does not only involve end users but also intermediate users (like the 

libraryy community) and other publishers who wish to manipulate existing information and add value 

too it for its particular customer base (HA, 1995). Sprehe (1993) postulates an interesting thesis by 

statingg that the degree of potential user participation depends on the development phase of the 

informationn service itself. If the information has only recently been available to the public, the users 

doo not know the possibilities yet and can hardly articulate their recommendations. 

Inn all, the meta-analysis shows that accessibility is not only influenced by the network or computer 

literacyy of end users, but also by barriers existing at or created by electronic publishers. A summary 

off variables which can be influenced by electronic publishers is presented in table 4.1. 

Organizationa ll  condition s 
fo rr  accessibilit y 

Budget t 
Outsourcingg (added value, public/private partnerships) 
Interestss of stakeholders 
Rolee of intermediaries 
Userr participation in organization of the value chain 
Userr perceptions 

Actionabl ee variable s for Entire information chain: 
improvingimproving  accessibilit y  Financial aspects 

 Organizational aspects (development, 
managementt and commercial use of databases) 

 Technological aspects 
Collection: : 

 Organizational aspects 
Packaging: : 

 Technological aspects 
Distribution: : 

 Marketing 
 Technological aspects 

Servicingg of use: 
 Promotional activities 
 (Intermediary) support of use 

Tablee 4.1. A summary of relevant variables which are actionable for electronic publishers 

4.8 .. A n Epilogu e 

Itt is hard to shoot at a moving target. A major disadvantage of the meta-analysis we have 

conductedd is that it can only be a snapshot of the current state of affairs in academic research and 

theory-buildingg on the use of electronic information services. Since we have finished the first meta-

analysis,, the internet (and in our study, especially the World Wide Web) has become one of the 

dominantt information services. Much has changed in the internal networks of organizations with 

Intranetss as potential vehicles to integrate external information services within internal 
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infrastructuress and software. Much has changed in the ways electronic information services are 

usedd (they seem no longer to be the exclusive domain of experienced computer users) and how 

theyy look (more multimedia, more hypertext, more graphical user interfaces). The main purpose of 

ourr first two meta-analyses was to prepare ourselves for the empirical research of suppliers and 

userss of electronic information services and to explore in which areas this research can contribute 

most. . 

Too check if new insights have occurred since the end of 1994, a new meta-analysis has been 

conductedd by students in their final year of communication studies (University of Amsterdam), with 

aa major in studies on organizational communication and the use of information- and communication 

technology.. They were asked to select 10 journal articles which described an empirical research on 

factorss influencing (the effects of) the use of electronic information and communication services. 

Studentss could focus on electronic information services (such as WWW, cd-roms, online 

databases),, or electronic communication services (such as E-mail, IRC, bulletin boards, etc.) or a 

combinationn of both in closed-user groups (such as Intranet, Lotus Notes, Groupware, Executive 

Informationn Systems, etc.). They had to select articles in the Dutch or English language, published 

afterr 1994, and describing an empirical research. Twenty-two students came up with 167 different 

articless of which 29 were actual empirical articles about the use of electronic information services. 

Naturally,, these 29 do not give a comprehensive overview of the empirical research being done 

recently,, but they do give insight in what has changed since our first meta-analysis on the use of 

electronicc information services. We will discuss some of the new concepts and variables introduced 

inn the remaining part of this chapter 

Thee most important conclusion based on a quick scan of these 29 articles B that not too much has 

changed.. Still most articles focus on the rather de-contextualized human-computer interaction. The 

mainn independent variables are individual characteristics such as computer skills, age, gender, etc. 

andd the main dependent variables focus on user satisfaction or system evaluation. This is the case 

inn studies of Gluck (1996), Nahl & Tenopir (1996), Bergeron et al. (1995) and Covi & Kling (1996) -

althoughh the last two also incorporate respectively workgroup influence and organizational 

structure,, Dimartino & Zoe (1996) who put special emphasis on the influence of computer skills and 

trainingg as do Torkzadeh & Dwyer (1994) and Wu & Zhao (1994). The role of gender is researched 

byy Mundorf, Westin & Dholakia (1993) and several authors study the role of computer anxiety (such 

ass Anderson, 1996; Igbaria, Schiffman & Wieckowski, 1994). These two variables are probably 

becomingg more dominant because of the boom of internet and the emergence of more and more 

end-userss (and thus inexperienced users). 

Hardlyy any empirical article found by the students discusses the role of organizational or 

environmentall characteristics and again in the consequences of use, most articles focus on user 

satisfactionn or at best improvements in individual task performance. No article was found that 

investigatedd the consequences for organizational performance and the interaction between 

organizationss and their environments. 
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Probablyy also related to the rise of internet is the increased attention in interface design and the 

consequencess multimedia interfaces have on user performances and user satisfaction. Dimitroff et 

al.. (1995) compare different kind of hypertext database in their consequences of system evaluation. 

Hertzumm & Frokjaer (1996) do the same for different retrieval modes (browsing, boolean, Venn 

diagrams,, or a combination of all). Manglano Bosch & Hancock-Beaulieu (1995) study Graphical 

Userr Interfaces; McJnar & Kletke (1996) study the influence of voice interface on system evaluation 

andd finally Mundorf, Westin & Dholakia (1993) study the use of colour, graphics and music. 

Thee students only found one empirical article specifically researching the internet as an information 

servicee (that is, WWW or Gopher) in a professional setting. Kelly & Nicholas (1996) study the use of 

internett by information professionals in the banking and finance sector in which they focus on the 

advantagess and disadvantages of internet as an information source (especially quality and 

accessibility)) and the advantages and disadvantages on how manageable internet is. They argue 

thatt internet has many retrieval difficulties in which browsing/surfing fastly becomes ploughing, that 

theree is free information for organizational intelligence but there are very few authoritative sources 

(whichh makes the information potentially unreliable). In terms of management, internet does seem 

too ask too much time and poses a security threat, but it is cheap and it raises the profile of the 

library/informationn center; internet has put electronic information services on the agenda. 

Inn the ongoing debate concerning quality and accessibility, new perspectives have been added; 

perceivedd usefulness - the extent to which a user thinks an information service will benefit him or 

herr and perceived ease of use - is introduced as an alternative to "quality" (Klobas, 1995; Chau, 

1996).. Klobas compares different models with slightly different interpretations of both quality and 

accessibility,, in which she interprets perceived usefulness as comparable to quality but put in 

context.. In other words, the concept of quality of an information source has been often 

operationalizedd as a more or less objective characteristic of the source. Perceived usefulness 

concernss the perceived quality of a source but relates it directly to the degree the sources benefit 

workk performance. Klobas empirically shows that when quality is operationalized as perceived 

usefulnesss it turns out to be a stronger predictor than perceived ease of use or accessibility. She, 

however,, also shows an even stronger model exists; the theory of planned behavior. This model 

statess that the intention to use depends on the attitudes to outcomes (what will be the result of use 

accordingg to the potential user?), social pressure (the influence of other people) and perceived 

behaviorall control (the extent to which a person believes he or she has control over performance of 

thee behavior). In her LISREL analysis this last model explained the most variance in use. The 

studentss also found two studies which did not only look at perceived usefulness but also at 

perceivedd fun or enjoyment (Igabaria, Ivari & Maragahh, 1995; Igbaria, Schiffman & Wieckowski, 

1994). . 

Inn the debate concerning direct access by end-users or intermediate access by librarians, new 

insightss are given by Edwards & Browne (1995) in which they compare the expectations of users 

andd librarians about the quality of information services in an academic setting. It turns out that 
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academicss (as end users) and librarians have similar expectations but there are differences in the 

emphasiss each group places on aspects of services. Librarians seem to underestimate the 

importancee to academics of the responsiveness of a service and the use of electronic services in 

generall and seem to overestimate the characteristics of the staff who provide services. In other 

words,, librarians seem to underestimate the wishes and expectations academics have in using 

electronicc information services themselves and seem to overestimate their role in doing so. 

Academicss are probably in many respects a-typical users and it is the question whether these 

resultss can be generalized to other professionals, but the article does add arguments to the 

statementt that librarians tend to overestimate the advantages of intermediate access. 

4.9.. Conclusio n 

BucklingBuckling investigators think that the purpose of a literature review is to determine the 

answersanswers about what is known on a topic; in contrast, experienced investigators review 

previousprevious research to develop sharper and more insightful questions about the topic. (Yin, 

1989,1989, p. 20) 

Too follow the wise words of an experienced investigator, the purpose of the meta-analyses 

describedd in this chapter, was not only to see what is known, but also to discover some of the blind 

spotss in present research open to investigate, and to check which questions should be asked to 

supplierss and users of electronic information services (or, which variables should be included in the 

researchh design). Not all the variables mentioned in the preceding 20 pages will be included in the 

remainingg part of this dissertation. The models displayed are mere representations of what is 

alreadyy known on the use of electronic information services. It is now our task to develop 

meaningfull questions by finding missing links or contradictions in the existing literature. 

Thee empirical research has given most attention to media characteristics and environmental 

characteristics.. Within media characteristics, the focus has been on the relative importance of either 

accessibilityy or quality and on the role information intermediaries can play. The relationships with 

organizationall characteristics are ambivalent. In the theoretical and professional readings, 

accessibilityy is again a major topic. But, the organizational context is put on the agenda. The update 

epiloguee tends to the conclusion that this has not changed with the emergence of the internet in the 

businesss arena. 

Concerningg the blind spots in existing research, we conclude there are ambivalent results on the 

importancee of environmental uncertainty: there is a clear relationship between environmental 

uncertaintyy and environmental scanning, but a much less clear relationship between uncertainty 

andd the use of electronic information services. It seems these services are not suited for uncertain 

situations,, because they are not accessible enough for managers and small- and medium sized 

corporationss (who experience higher degrees of uncertainty) and they only allow for very 
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systematicc searching (knowing what you want to know), which is very difficult in situations of high 

uncertaintyy and early phases of decision making (like the intelligence phase). 

Anotherr very controversial topic has been the advantages and disadvantages of intermediate 

usage;; some believe it is a necessity because of the inaccessibility of the services - you need to be 

aa skilled user to be able to efficiently and effectively search these databases - others believe you 

endd up with an unnecessary gatekeeper who doesn't know enough about the business and who is 

limitedd in his or her scanning forms (limited to systematic searching (knowing what you want). 

AA remarkable blind spot has been the organizational context: hardly any attention is given to 

organizationall effects and ambivalent results exist about the relationship between organizational 

characteristicss (such as size) and the use of electronic information services. Whenever authors 

discusss the use of electronic information services, they seem to be focused more on the way 

individualss interact with these machines and the difficulties they encounter. Media characteristics 

andd individual characteristics are dominant. Most of the time, the research subjects were often 

experiencedd users and intermediaries such as librarians and their perceptions of the specific 

servicess are dominant in the literature. Also, most of the articles that discuss electronic information 

servicess are written from the perspective of supply and thus focus on those aspects that can be 

influencedd by the supplier such as ease of use or accessibility, quality and costs. This doesn't seem 

too have changed over the last few years, judging from the results of our update analysis. 

Onn the other hand, the studies on environmental scanning and external information need, focus on 

thee value of environmental scanning and less on the effort it takes. These studies seem to 

concentratee on environmental characteristics and some organizational characteristics that influence 

perceptionss of environments and there is general consensus that "to study environmental scanning, 

thee perspective of the organizational environment as a source of uncertainty seems the most 

appropriate"" (Choo & Auster, 1993). But these studies hardly connect the scanning process to the 

usee of electronic information services. Some investigate all possible sources and then conclude 

thatt personal ones are favorable, others simply stop at the assessment of information needs. 

Inn chapter six we will use the results of the meta-analysis and the general conclusions from chapter 

33 (on electronic information services) to investigate how suppliers think they can bridge the gap 

betweenn suppliers and users. In chapter seven we will focus entirely on the users of electronic 

informationn services, from an organizational perspective. It is in these areas, an unexplored field is 

stilll wide open for us. But first we will discuss how we will research this open area. 
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